Company name
True Cut Laser, LLC

Job title and location
CNC Laser Nesting/Estimator - Bozeman, MT

Contact information for questions
admin@truecutlaser.com

How to apply
Please email your resume to admin@truecutlaser.com to be considered for this position.

Job description and/or link to information on web:
This position could be Full-Time, Part-Time, or Part-Time for the remainder of the college semester and Full-Time in the summer.

We’re looking for a CNC Laser Nesting/Estimator to join our steel fabrication team. The Nesting/Programming part of this position entails importing applicable files into the laser's software for parts to be cut. During this process it's important to review the data for potential issues that could arise during any of the processes; cutting, forming, or fabrication. In addition, this position would lend a hand in Estimating projects once Nesting is mastered. An important role in Estimating is paying close attention to materials and services needed to achieve the customers end concept. Accuracy and attention to detail is an absolute must!

Candidate must possess excellent customer service skills, eagerness and ability to quickly learn new software programs, and work exceptionally well within a team atmosphere.

Not required, although beneficial to have some knowledge of; CAD design/drafting, engineering, welding, or fabrication.